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Abstract

The present state of university and professional
education in Lithuania and major problems of its de-
velopment are outlined. The possibilities of upgra-
ding university and professional studies are evalua-
ted, taking into account the processes associated with
the integration of Lithuania into the European Union.
In addition, the prospects of education development
are analyzed in the context of transitions characteris-
tic of the states of Central and Eastern Europe.

Introduction

Problem formulation. At present, complex tran-
sition processes take place in Lithuania as well as in
other countries of Central and Eastern Europe. They
embrace nearly all spheres of life as well as having
the impact on social development of the country.
[1,5,6,10,11,12,15].

An essential feature of the present stage of tran-
sition is the intense preparation for the integration into
the European Union. This implies that the problems
and prospects of transitions should be evaluated from
the perspective of integration into EU [5,10,11].

In the process of integration of Lithuania into
EU, the priority should be given to the investigation
of human resources and their potential, quality and
adaptation in the European Union. The solution of
the problem of human resources development is, in
turn, closely connected with the upgrading of univer-
sity and professional studies and the integration of
this system into an integral educational system of the
EU countries. This means that at the preparation sta-
ge for integrating into EU an urgent problem arises
associated with the development of university and profes-

sional studies in Lithuania in compliance with the stan-
dards accepted in the EU countries as well as the adapta-
tion of studies to the requirements determined by:

–  the formation of common labour market in EU,
–  fast advance of technology, intense internatio-

nalization of economy,
–  the formation of information society,
–  new forms of competition,
–  new prospects for developing international co-

operation in the area of university and profes-
sional studies.

Goals and objectives of the present research. A ma-
jor goal of the research is to outline the potentialities
of upgrading university and professional studies in
Lithuania and integrating them into the educational
system of EU countries.

Major problems to be solved in achieving the sta-
ted goal are as follows:

–  to determine the aims and priorities in develo-
ping university and professional studies in Lit-
huania,

–  to outline major features of the development
of the countries of Central and Eastern Euro-
pe in the transition period, taking into account
the great influence of transition on the deve-
lopment of university and professional studies,

–  to state the priorities in the process of univer-
sity and professional studies integration into the
integral education system of EU countries.

The results obtained. Major results of the rese-
arch are as follows:

–  most relevant problems and the structure of
the priorities in university and professional stu-
dies in Lithuania are outlined,

– major features of transitions, taking place in
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
are determined and their impact on the deve-
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lopment of studies evaluated,
–  the system of the priorities in university and

professional studies in Lithuania in the integ-
ration into the unified EU educational system
is established.

Let us consider the above issues in more detail.

1. University and professional studies in
    Lithuania, major problems of their
    development and the priorities of
    upgrading

The possibilities of modernization of university
and professional studies are a very important factor
of political, social, economic and technological deve-
lopment, especially in the Eastern and Central Euro-
pe [2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 13].

  At present, the system of higher education in
Lithuania is characterized by great diversity, depen-
ding on the following factors:

–  the existence of various types of institutions
providing higher education are found, i.e. wide

–  scope universities, specialized universities
(technological, law, agricultural, pedagogical,
medicine, etc.) and academies with the rights
of universities, as well as colleges (non – uni-
versity higher schools),

–  the university studies may involve 3 stages (Ba-
chelor’s, Master’s and Doctor’s degrees), as well
as university professional studies (i.e. enginee-
ring and others) ; in addition, a number of col-
leges provide non – university professional edu-
cation,

– both state and private educational institutions
provide their services in the educational system
of the country.

Professional education is also provided by high,
professional schools, various study centers, courses,
etc.

The state of higher education may be assessed,
taking into account its positive and negative characte-
ristics.

Positive factors are as follows :
–  higher education in Lithuania has traditionally

been of high quality : during the last 30 years the
system of higher education in Lithuania has be-
en and still is one of the best in the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, being distinguis-
hed by high level of studies and training of spe-
cialists. This tradition has great impact on cur-
rent development of education,  [8]

–  great emphasis is placed on thorough theoreti-
cal background, providing the graduates with
universal knowledge helping them to adapt to
constantly changing requirements,

–  the potential of system of higher education in
Lithuania allows it to provide the studies in
practically all specialities needed by the coun-
try, with the priority given to most urgently ne-
eded and popular specialities,

–  professors and other academic staff are indu-
ced to carry out the research work, with the
emphasis placed on their participation in inter-
national projects and publishing of papers,

–  the international links with foreign higher scho-
ols are extended, the priority given to the EU
universities : more and more students from Lit-
huania have practical work or study for 1 or 2
semesters in Western countries, acquiring ade-
quate  knowledge and experience.

The negative factors are as follows :
–  the system of higher education in Lithuania is

not completely prepared to train great numbers
of specialists for developing and application of
high – level technologies. The students usually
are given only a general outline of higher – le-
vel technologies in their area of study, not allo-
wing them to create and use these advanced
methods,

–  programs of studies in higher institutions do
not address the actual needs of the labour mar-
ket. The graduates are often obliged to retrain,
being unable to find a job according to the spe-
ciality obtained (therefore, it may be stated that
the structure of the academic programs and spe-
cializations in the system of education is not
adequate to economical structure and employ-
ment potentialities),

– the students do not acquire sufficient practical
knowledge and skills. This may be accounted for va-
rious reasons, such as the lack of practical training
during the studies, insufficient involvement of stu-
dents into the research work, the lack of practical ex-
perience of some teachers, poorly equipped labora-
tories, etc.,

– a number of higher institutions lack the acade-
mic spirit. Most of higher institutions in Lithuania,
like those in other countries of Central and Eastern
Europe, borrowed many symbols and attributes of
Western universities, failing to maintain the psycho-
logical climate and traditions characteristic of them.

The major problems presently facing university
and professional education may be described as fol-
lows :

–  despite the traditional high level, the quality of
studies is no longer meeting the requirements,
one of the most important problems associa-
ted with inability to create in Lithuania a sys-
tem of criteria adequately assessing the quality
of studies, as well as the efficiency of the rese-
arch carried out by the academic staff in satis-
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fying the actual needs of the state and society
(the current system of evaluating the quality of
studies and efficiency of research is based on
minor factors, giving the priority to quantitative
parameters, ignoring quality – based criteria, in-
volving the assessment of the contents of stu-
dies, level of actual knowledge, competence and
professionalism of the lectures). The lack of the
adequate system of criteria prevents the solu-
tion of studies upgrading problems, associated
with

–  the lack of close relationship between the pri-
orities of studies and current and future trends
of market development,

–  studies do not adequately address the develop-
ment and application of high – level technolo-
gies, students are not sufficiently involved into
research work, their creative potential not be-
ing used and developed in full,

–  higher schools are not sufficiently specialized.
As a result, human resources and intellectual
potential are not properly concentrated, spe-
cialists are “scattered”, thus making the level
of education lower than it could be if the expe-
rienced highly qualified specialists were con-
centrated in a particular area of studies, rese-
arch or practical work,

–  state financing of studies does not meet the
actual needs of the country and the society. Des-
pite declaring fair and noble principles pursuing
the state policy towards financing the higher
education, the real financial support is aimed
to satisfy the demands of a particular academic
elite (recently, some competing groups have be-
en struggling to realize state financing schemes
corresponding to their interests, which are of-
ten dramatically different from the interests of
the society),

–  the relations among the academic staff often
lack tolerance, friendliness and culture: all
forms of selfishness may be observed, preven-
ting from efficient development of the whole
system of studies,

–  the scope of cooperation between the universi-
ties and other higher schools of Lithuania and
Western countries is not sufficient : under the
conditions of Lithuania’s integration into the
European Union, the cooperation should be
more intense, involving much wider areas and
forms of contacts. These problems are of para-
mount importance, therefore, they should be
given the priority in development of studies.

The above problems should be considered in the
general context of transition and integration in-
to the European Union [10, 14] .

2. Transitions as a general context of develo
    ping the university and professional
    studies in Lithuania

The development and upgrading of university
and professional studies in Lithuania may be appro-
ached from two various perspectives :

–  on the one hand, the upgrading of studies and
the development of higher education is an im-
portant part of general system of transitions,

–  on the other hand, the upgrading of studies
and the development of higher education is a
necessary condition of intensifying and promo-
ting further development of transition processes.
[11, 12].

In both approaches the priority is given to the
problems of transitions :major features of political,
social and economic development of Eastern and
Central European countries in recent 10 – 15 years
have been transitions representing complex dramati-
cal changes in all spheres of life. [ 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 15]. Taking into account that transitions indicate
a major trend of political, social and economic deve-
lopment of these countries, the states of Eastern and
Central Europe are referred to as transition countries.

Political, economic and social development in the
transition countries is characterized by some featu-
res common to all of these countries as well as by spe-
cific features characteristic only of some transition
states. [10]. The ability to determine both general and
specific features of transformations allows us to defi-
ne the situation in a particular country, the priorities
of its development as well as identifying and solving
most urgent problems.

In determining general features representing ma-
jor trends of political, social and economic develop-
ment in a transition period, the following most im-
portant issues should be emphasized:

1. Constant orientation toward the new quality li-
fe, implying that in the period of transition the ef-
forts are made to realize the norms, standards, ide-
als, and stereotypes of new quality life. The changes
associated with the quality of life take place in the
period of transition, which are aimed at changing life
for the better. Thus, a new society based on such va-
lues as democracy, humanism and openness as well
as declaring the priority of human rights, freedom
and well – being has been formed in the states of
Eastern and Central Europe in the time of transition.

2. A complex character of transitions, meaning that
major changes are complex, embracing major areas
of political, social and economic life as well as the
development of modern technologies, environment
protection, laws and other areas of social importan-
ce. A complex character of transitions may be consi-
dered one of the major features characteristic of the
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development of Eastern and Central European coun-
tries. In recent 10 – 15 years the qualitative changes
have taken place in the political, social and econo-
mic structures of the society, while a new scale of va-
lues, life styles and priorities has been introduced and
a new social order combining the elements of Wes-
tern democracy and some Eastern Europe’s traditions
has been established.

3. Moreover, the complexity of transitions in the-
se countries manifests itself in versatile effects on va-
rious sides of life, which may be controversially as-
sessed, because the results of the changes are not de-
finitely outlined. The uneven character of transitions,
implying that social changes often take place as a le-
ap forward from one quality to another, These leaps
are also characterized by profound and sudden chan-
ges. It is important to note that in the period of tran-
sition the society may experience shocks, when the
traditional values and priorities are suddenly rejec-
ted, being replaced with some new values, of which
the people have only superficial knowledge not be-
ing ready to adopt them. In the transition period, the
formation of some political, social, economic, cultu-
ral and ideological vacuum is usually observed in the
countries of Eastern and Central Europe due to a
sudden character of changes often accompanied by
instability.

4. Simultaneous and controversial character of
transitions, meaning that different transitions may and
do take place simultaneously, being, however, con-
flicting and imbalanced. As a result, the situation ari-
ses when one kind of transition is contrary to the ot-
hers, which in turn may cause problems and even
stresses in the society. The experience of the states of
Eastern and Central Europe provides a lot of exam-
ples of controversial transitions, when, say, social and
economic changes contradict the political transitions,
while the changes taking place in some countries of
Eastern and Central Europe do not conform with the
transitions occurring in other states or regions of the
same territory. Such negative phenomena, hampering
the advance of the above states, call for the idea of
harmonizing the transitions of controversial charac-
ter, implying balancing of different changes.

5. The innovative character of transitions, mea-
ning that any transition accumulates some novelty.
In the transition period, the innovative potential is in-
tensely developed by providing the conditions for in-
novative activities. The novel character of transitions
may be expressed in two ways : first, the conditions
are created for adapting well – known models and so-
lutions to some situation in a new way. In this case,
they are considered to be innovative. Second, com-
pletely new, previously unknown models and solutions
are made. In this case, these newly created patterns,
having no analogues, are considered to be the inno-

vations. The development of two types of novelties
in the transition period emphasizes the importance
of innovative activities for the countries of Eastern
and Central Europe.

6. A positive character of transitions, implying that
transitions yield positive results  in most cases. In spi-
te of the fact, that both positive and negative results
are actually obtained in the conditions of transition,
the predominance of positive results is a particular
feature of transitions.

7. The idealistic and disappointing character of
transitions, meaning that this period is characterized
by the recurrence of “searching for the ideals – di-
sappointment” cycles. The above cyclicity shows that
at the beginning of transition the solution of urgent
problems is usually associated with the achievement
of certain ideals, while later the period of disappoint-
ment both in the very ideals and in the transition it-
self and its outcome, follows. For example, in the tran-
sition period in the countries of Eastern and Central
Europe it was much expected from democratization
and free market development. However, later the
community was much disappointed with the results
obtained. At the same time, the cycles of “idealiza-
tion – disappointment” demonstrate the maturing of
the society in the course of transition as well as its
adaptability to actual environment.

8. Openness in the period of transitions, meaning
that the tradition of openness, publicity and “transpa-
rency” becomes established, making it possible to de-
velop democracy and free market economy. Howe-
ver, it is evident that the patterns of “the open socie-
ty” being formed in the countries of Eastern and Cen-
tral Europe do not completely conform with the long
– standing traditions of openness existing in Western
countries, especially in Europe. Nevertheless, the de-
veloping tendency of openness in the states of East-
ern and Central Europe is generally considered as
one of the major development trends in the transi-
tion period.

9. Harmonization of objective and subjective ele-
ments, implying that the character and orientation of
transitions largely depend on a number of objective
factors characterizing the objectively existing bac-
kground of political, social and economic transfor-
mations as well as on subjective elements, reflecting
personal interests, influence and lobbyist activities of
various subjects (i.e. individuals, groups of people of
various levels, clans, etc.). The above objective and
subjective elements are characterized by certain de-
gree of coordination and harmonization, therefore
the harmony of these two factors should be conside-
red as naturally determined phenomenon of the de-
velopment of Eastern and Central European coun-
tries in the transition period. It should be noted that
subjective factors play particularly important role : the
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interests of individual persons, groups of people of
various levels, clans, etc. have a considerable effect
on the political, social and economic development of
these countries.

10. Integrity and comparable character of transi-
tions on a world scale, meaning that local transitions
are integrated into the higher – level transition sys-
tems. This indicates that the above transitions are of
an international character , promoting the process of
globalization as well as internationalization of politi-
cal, social and economic development and demonst-
rating that they are comparable and can be coordi-
nated at an international level. It may be stated that
the transitions taking place in the countries of East-
ern and Central Europe are of paramount importan-
ce for their integration into the global and interna-
tional political, social, economic, cultural and infor-
mation structures, as well as being a factor contribu-
ting to the convergence of the mentality and lifesty-
les of the inhabitants of various countries.

11. The resonance factor, conditioning that tran-
sitions of various origin and nature could coincide in
time. Therefore, the community has to endure a hea-
vy burden of a number of transitions taking place si-
multaneously. The phenomenon of resonance indi-
cates itself as the timing of political, social and eco-
nomic changes causing a heavy burden on the com-
munity, which in turn may threaten its safety and sta-
bility.

The above – listed appropriate phenomena show
general trends of transitions, which are universal and
similar in all the states of Eastern and Central Euro-
pe. Along with these major trends some specific fea-
tures may be observed in political, social and econo-
mic development of particular countries or groups
of countries. The above trends are particularly cha-
racteristic of transitions taking place in the Baltic
countries, including Lithuania. the Baltic region is
specific in many ways, therefore the transitions ta-
king place in it may be considered a specific case of
conformity to natural laws. [7, 8, 9, 10, 15].

The following features of transitions may be spe-
cially mentioned as mostly characteristic of the Bal-
tic states, including Lithuania:

1. Higher resonance of transitions, implying that
in the Baltic states some additional transitions asso-
ciated with regaining independence and forming new
modern states as well as the priority of integration
into the Western system took place alongside the po-
litical, social and economic transitions characteristic
of other countries of Eastern and Central Europe.
This means that the transition resonance in the Bal-
tic states was caused not only by the democratization
of market relations common to Eastern and Central
European countries, but also by the transitions asso-

ciated with very rapid development of new national
states and their integration into the Western system.
Thus, transitions in the Baltic states were more di-
verse and extensive than those taking place in other
countries of Eastern and Central Europe. Therefo-
re, it may be stated that the higher transition resonan-
ce is a major characteristic feature of the Baltic re-
gion.

2. The conflicting character of national priorities
and regional integration and internationalization trends,
indicating that two opposite as well as mutually com-
plementary tendencies are developed in the Baltic sta-
tes. On the one hand, national businesses are see-
king autonomy, even closeness and self – isolation, try-
ing to get established on the national market by the
exclusive right. On the other hand, the tendency of
integration of the whole Baltic region and the coope-
ration of three Baltic states in political, social and eco-
nomic areas is constantly growing. Though three Bal-
tic states often compete with each other, more and
more possibilities are revealed to pursue the unified
policy of cultural, economic and information deve-
lopment.

Needless to say, that some more specific features
of transitions taking place in the Baltic states may be
identified. Undoubtedly, they may refer to one of the-
se countries, for example, Lithuania. The transitions
taking place only in one of the states may be referred
to as individual features characterizing the develop-
ment of a particular state.

Thus, the analysis of individual features of tran-
sitions taking place in Lithuania enables us to deter-
mine the effect of various geographical characteris-
tics (e.g. configuration of neighboring countries, ex-
ceptional geographic position of Kaliningrad region
and the like) on their development. Some other indi-
vidual and specific factors also influence the transi-
tion processes in Lithuania. Among them are cultu-
ral and historical features (e.g. the influence of the
catholic ethics, the development of Lithuanian state
and the formation of Lithuanian nation, urbanization,
the location of agricultural zones, etc.).

The specific features of transitions taking place
in Lithuania complete a general system of naturally
determined trends of development in the periods of
transformations. The proper understanding of these
phenomena helps to improve the political, cultural,
social and economic life.

Further investigation and evaluation of natural-
ly determined transitions and their major features
would allow the states of Eastern and Central Euro-
pe to pursue more efficient policy of improving the
conditions of development as well as promoting the
integration of these countries into international po-
litical, social and economic structures.
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All these factors play an important part in uni-
versity and professional studies.

3. The priorities of integrating university
     and professional studies in Lithuania into
     the integral education system of the
     European Union

In the conditions of increasing integration of Lit-
huania and other countries of Central and Eastern
Europe into EU and other Western institutions, the
integration of their systems of university and profes-
sional studies into the integral education system of
EU countries has to be efficiently developed. This
implies that the priorities of integration of studies
should be stated. In this process the functions of uni-
versity and professional studies in Lithuania in the
integral education system of EU countries should be
determined. The above functions may include :

–  purposeful complex training of specialists and
research development aimed at extending eco-
nomic, technological and informational activi-
ty of EU, including both Central and Eastern
Europe and Russia, and other regions of the
former USSR,

– organization of specialized studies aimed to
train and adapt specialists for extending EU to
the East, as well as for work in Lithuania and
other countries of Central and Eastern Europe
to promote their integration into EU econo-
mic, technological and information areas,

–  training of specialists and performing research
in Lithuania and other countries in special are-
as, in which high quality potential for science
and education development and Lithuanian le-
adership may be created. The determination of
the function of university and professional stu-
dies in Lithuania allows us to outline the priori-
ties of the education system integration into the
EU system. They may be as follows:

1. Specialization of university and professional
studies in Lithuania along the following lines:

– training of specialists in EU countries for the
activities in Eastern regions;

– training of specialists in EU countries for spe-
cific activities associated with creation and applica-
tion of particular high – level technologies as well as
with manufacture of particular products in specific
areas, where Lithuania may become one of the lea-
ders,

– training of specialists to meet the needs of Lit-
huanian social and economic development.

2. Organizing research in the areas of training
specialists;

3. Intense internationalization and europeaniza-

tion of education in Lithuania, including:
– extensive introduction of joint programs of stu-

dies prepared by Lithuania and its foreign partners,
with the possibility for students provided to continue
their studies in other (primarily, Western Europe)
countries after taking some courses in Lithuania (with
general type qualification certificates granted to the
graduates),

– establishment of foreign universities and their
branches, departments and chairs in Lithuania, thus
making available for Lithuanians and citizens from
other countries to get the education provided by fo-
reign universities in this country,

– the introduction of open university and distant
training on a large scale.

4. The integration of studies with large projects
of economic, technological and social development
and upgrading: this priority implies that the system
of studies both in Lithuania and other countries
should address general problems of the European
Union and their solution.

The realization of the above priority issues may
create the basis for comprehensive modernization of
university and professional studies in Lithuania in
compliance with the standards of the integral EU edu-
cation system.

Conclusions and recommendations

In solving the problems, relevant for university
and professional studies in Lithuania, a special emp-
hasis should be placed on the following issues:

 – the need for the upgrading of studies should
be recognized, discussed and satisfied in the
context of Lithuania’s integration into EU and
the development and upgrading the European
Union in view of globalization processes, infor-
mation society formation and the occurrence
of new forms of competition and modern tech-
nologies ; this approach may be effective in ma-
king the studies in Lithuania an open, dynamic
and adaptable system,

 – the updating of studies should address positive
transitions in society,

 – the studies should be organized in Lithuania
in such a way that would promote the forma-
tion of the society with high standard of life,
giving the priority to intellectual labour, high –
level technologies and manufacture of quality
goods,

 – the system of studies should be integrated into
the international, primarily EU, system of edu-
cation. In upgrading the system of education in
Lithuania, the research and design work should
be developed along the following lines :
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 – major functions of higher education in Lithua-
nia in developing human resources, as well as
promoting the extension and modernization of
EU, should be identified,

 – long – term strategy of rational specialization
of higher and other schools in Lithuania and
increasing their potential should be developed,

 – the possibilities of promoting the involvement
of the universities of the EU countries and ot-
her states in the academic life of Lithuania
should be investigated,

 – open and distant education should be extended,
with the respective research and projects un-
dertaken.

Further investigation of the development of uni-
versity and professional studies in Lithuania may be
an efficient tool of promoting the transition proces-
ses and integration of Lithuania into the European
Union.
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Aukðtojo mokslo sistemos modernizavimas transformacijø visuomenëje

Santrauka

Apibûdinama ðiuolaikinë situacija Lietuvos universitetiniø ir profesiniø studijø sistemoje, parodomos ðios sis-
temos tobulinimo problemos. Universitetiniø ir profesiniø studijø tobulinimo galimybës yra vertinamos, atsiþvel-
giant á Lietuvos integracijos á Europos Sàjungà procesus. Be to, ðiø studijø perspektyvos analizuojamos Rytø ir
Vidurio Europos ðalims bûdingø transformacijø kontekste.

Sprendþiant aktualias universitetiniø ir profesiniø studijø Lietuvoje problemas, iðskirtinis dëmesys turi bûti
skiriamas ðioms aplinkybëms:

– studijø tobulinimo problemos turi bûti suvokiamos, svarstomos ir sprendþiamos Lietuvos integracijos á Euro-
pos Sàjungà bei paèios Europos Sàjungos plëtros bei modernizavimo problemø kontekste, ypatingai atsiþvelgiant á
globalizacijos, informacinës visuomenës formavimosi, naujø konkurencijos formø, naujø technologijø pasklidimo
procesus. Toks poþiûris leidþia pasiekti, kad studijø sistema Lietuvoje bûtø atvira, dinamiðka ir adaptatyvi,

– studijø tobulinimas turi bûti orientuotas á pozityviø transformacijø visuomenëje aktyvinimà,
– studijos turi bûti vykdomos taip, kad Lietuvoje bûtø formuojama aukðtu pragyvenimo lygiu pasiþyminti visuo-

menë, orientuota á intelektinio darbo, aukðtø technologijø kûrimo ir ágyvendinimo, aukðtos kokybës produktø ga-
mybos prioritetus,

– studijø sistema turi bûti integruota á tarptautines studijø sistemas, visø pirma, á Europos Sàjungos ðaliø studi-
jø sistemà.

Tobulinant studijø sistemà Lietuvoje, yra tikslinga plëtoti tyrimo ir projektavimo darbus ðiomis kryptimis:
– tikslinga atlikti iðsamius tyrimus, kurie bûtø skirti apibrëþti Lietuvos aukðtojo mokslo funkcijas plëtojant
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Europos Sàjungos þmogiðkuosius iðteklius bei aktyvinant Europos Sàjungos plëtrà bei jos modernizavimà,
– tikslinga parengti ir ágyvendinti Lietuvos universitetø ir kitø aukðtøjø mokyklø racionalios specializacijos bei

jø potencialo plëtojimo ilgalaikæ strategijà,
– tikslinga atlikti tyrimus, skirtus Europos Sàjungos ðaliø universitetø ir kitø aukðtøjø mokyklø aktyvumui Lie-

tuvoje skatinti,
– bûtina visapusiðkai plëtoti atviro ir distancinio mokymo technologijas, ðiuo tikslu atliekant atitinkamus tyrimo

ir projektavimo darbus.
Tolimesni universitetinëms ir profesinëms studijoms Lietuvoje plëtoti skirti darbai yra svarbi sàlyga spartinti

transformacijas ir integracijà á Europos Sàjungà.


